
INSTALLATION THEATRICAL ENGINEERING

THE NEXT GENERATION
OF STAGE RIGGING INFRASTRUCTURE

MULTI-PURPOSE TRUSS BATTEN
FLEXIBLE. SIMPLE. ROBUST.



INTRODUCTION

We’ve listened to user feedback and applied our vast industry experience to create what we believe 
to be the benchmark truss rigging system on the market.

The ITE Multi-Purpose Truss Batten.

The ITE truss batten is lightweight (6kg/m) in comparison to industry standard battens such as the 
48.03od steel CHS (5.6kg/m) or 75x50x5 RHS (8.3kg/m).

Joins are seamless allowing a pipe trolley to move freely along the length of the batten.  

These battens can be used to suspend a variety of fixtures ranging from theatrical lighting to scenery 
elements. Due to the high strength of the truss, these battens are the perfect alternative to the 
industry standard counterweight system battens that generally require 3m spans or less. The ITE 
Multi-Purpose Truss Batten can achieve the same working load capacity with 4m spans or more.

The batten is wholly manufactured by ITE right here in Australia giving our clients the flexibility to 
request standard lengths or to customise any aspect of the system to suit the project.

ITE also provides a range of accessories to suit the batten including; curtain tracking and fixings, hook 
clamps, pipe trolleys-with or without brake, lighting ladders, teasers and tormentors, scenery clamps 
and any other custom fixing on request.

SEAMLESS ALIMINIUM EXTRUSION

INDUSTRY STANDARD 48OD
ALIMINIUM PIPE

50mm

75mm

350mm

Ø 48.3mm



CONFIGURATIONS

Contact us for project specific load requirements

INTERNAL JOINING SLEEVES

JOINING ASSEMBLY

JOINING PLATES & BOLTS

COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEM

ELECTRIC HOIST

MANUAL WINCH

FIXED

SUSPENSION OPTIONS:
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DEFLECTIONS & ENGINEERING

LOAD TABLE GUIDELINESDEFLECTION (UDL)

�  All static systems other than single spans,
     need an individual strutural calculation.
     Please contact a structural engineer or call
     ITE for further assistance.

�  The self-weight of the trusses is already
     taken into account.

�  Truss spans can be assembled from
     different truss lengths.

�  ITE recommends a 15% deduction on
     allowable loadings for repetative use truss.

SPAN
m

3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000

DEFLECTION
mm
0.55
0.64
0.72
0.77
0.85
0.95
1.04
1.11
1.14
1.19
1.32

UDL
kg/m

75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75


